Abstract. In order to improve the accuracy of feature extraction, a Multi-scale Fuzzy Entropy algorithm is proposed based on Entropy theory. The new algorithm combines the concept of Fuzzy Entropy and Multi-scale Entropy. Aimed at the shortage of Empirical mode decomposition (EMD), Index Energy is selected as evaluation index, and a new feature extraction method is designed to dispose vibration signal. Experiment shows that the new method can effectively distinguish different condition of rotor vibration signal and can significantly improve the effect of feature extraction.
Introduction
As the core technology of fault diagnosis, the quality of feature extraction directly influences the effect of pattern recognition. Hence, choosing a suitable method to extract feature information which can effectively reflect the signal's innate-character becomes the key point of feature extraction's field. Traditional time-frequency analysis method cannot obtain the feature information which contained in signals. Shannon putted forward the concept of Information Entropy in 1948 to describe the measurement of system's disorder in microscopic particle and introduced to the field of information theory. With the development of entropy theory and wide application, Pincus put forward Approximate Entropy to analyze complexity in time series' [1] . And Richman proposed the concept of Sample Entropy in 2000 [2] . As an improved algorithm, since the proposing of Sample Entropy, it immediately attracted extensive attention. Based on the concept of Sample Entropy, Scholar gave the concept of Fuzzy Entropy and Multi-scale Entropy. Fuzzy Entropy utilizes the pattern of exponential function's fuzzily to dispose entropy's mutation in the process of counting for using unit step function [3] . Multi-scale Entropy starts with different scales analysis, meanwhile avoiding the sole scale reflect serial information one-sided, and can dig the order's deep information.
Formation of Multi-scale Fuzzy Entropy
For effectively distinguish the diversity in signal, we need to make the inherent difference maximize. After giving an overall analysis to the general entropy theories, we select the Fuzzy Entropy as basic technique for signal's feature entropy extraction, and use Multi-scale analysis as reference to introduce Multi-scale Entropy to construct the Multi-scale Fuzzy Entropy. Utilizing Multi-scale Fuzzy Entropy to dispose the vibration signal in different condition and obtain the feature information, then compare the extraction effects in different scale to search the best analysis scale to furthest distinguish the weak change of complexity in different condition.
Multi-scale Fuzzy Entropy concurrently has the character of Fuzzy Entropy and Multi-scale Entropy. So the counting process vastly fuses the operation characteristic of both. The calculated flow is as follow:
(1) Disposing the signal with coarse graining, and combining with resemble tolerance r and embed mode dimension n to construct coarse vector. 
In equation (1): λ stands for pulling scale factor, ordinary its value range greater than 1. If λ equal to 1, then the corresponding function x 1 (λ) stands for the original analytical array, in practical application always select ten above.
(2) Setting mode dimension n, and reconfiguring signal sequence. Obtain the vector quantity.
In equation (3): y 0 (i) is the average value of all elements in reconfiguration order.
( ) 
to construct the similarity of vector quantity Y(i) and Y(j), the calculated mode
In equation (5): n stands for the gradient of exponential function's boundary; r stands for the width of exponential function's boundary.
(5) Basing on similarity to formation the function φ(M, n, r),
(6) Adding the mode dimension to n+1 to formation a group of new vector array, and repeating the step of (2), (3) and (4).
( )
(7) Using the reconfiguration array φ(M, n, r) and φ(M, n+1, r) to calculate Fuzzy Entropy.
In actual signal analysis, subjecting to the length of signal, it always takes advantage of estimating to calculate.
Selection of IMF based on the Index Energy
In ideal condition, EMD can obtain Intrinsic Mode Function (IMF) which contains single frequency according to different time scale. However, in practical application, due to the end effect and mode mixing, the result of decomposition usually contains overmuch false component. So, in this situation, we not only can obtain signal's inner real feature, but also can increase the calculated amount of feature extraction. In order to solve this problem, we have to effectively distinguish the real component and the false component before the feature extraction.
In the viewpoint of signal analysis, time scale and energy which follows a time scale distribution is very important measurement index. Hence, it provides opportunity to judge signal in different time scale and frequency's energy characteristic. Thereby, it can effectively accomplish the separation of the real component and the false component. For obtaining a group of feature vector quantity that could better reflect signal's energy in different condition, we introduce the concept of Index Energy. Combining with the process of EMD, we judges the original signal's energy proportion in the IMF, the specific counting process is as follows: Combining with the expression of Index Energy, we can find that the richer signal's feature information IMF contains, the bigger Index Energy is, and the more important of meaning is. What's more, Index Energy is constructed through the inner dynamic relation between the signal in real-time monitoring and subsector. Hence, in some meaning, Index Energy is a process amount [4] [5] . It provides condition for judging the information that contained in component dynamically.
Achievement of feature extraction
Selecting the proposed method to analysis vibration signal in different condition, flow chart of Multi-scale Fuzzy Energy extraction based on Index Energy is as follows. 
Test results
Disposing the rotor vibration signal with the proposed method, different four condition of fault signal shown in Figure. 2. Among them contains rub-impact failure, misalignment failure, looseness failure and normal condition. The analysis result of Multi-scale Fuzzy Entropy is shown in Figure. For going a step further to analysis the inner feature, we decide to carry out selecting the best scale factor. Calculating difference value of Entropy, thereby shows the difference of different condition. As shown in Tab.1, we can learn the best scale factor is 10. Scale factor  MFE1-MFE2  MFE2-MFE3  MFE3-MFE4  Sum of  mean value  SP1  SP2  SP3  SP1  SP2  SP3  SP1  SP2  SP3  1 After selecting the best scale factor, we need to combine with the Index energy to search the fault information. Every condition we only list the first 11 IMF. The result is shown in Tab.2. Combining with the best scale factor, we can obtain the discrimination as shown in Tab. 3 
Tab.1 Analysis for distinction degree of samples' MFE difference

